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ON THE SET OF POINTS AT INFINITY
OF A POLYNOMIAL IMAGE OF Rn
JOSE´ F. FERNANDO AND CARLOS UENO
Abstract. In this work we prove that the set of points at infinity S8 :“ ClRPm pSqXH8
of a semialgebraic set S Ă Rm that is the image of a polynomial map f : Rn Ñ Rm is
connected. This result is no longer true in general if f is a regular map. However, it still
works for a large family of regular maps that we call quasi-polynomial maps.
1. Introduction
A map f :“ pf1, . . . , fmq : R
n Ñ Rm is a polynomial map if each component fi P Rrxs :“
Rrx1, . . . , xns. A subset S of R
m is a polynomial image of Rn if there exists a polynomial
map f : Rn Ñ Rm such that S “ fpRnq. More generally, the map f is regular if each
component fi is a regular function of Rpxq :“ Rpx1, . . . , xnq, that is, fi :“
gi
hi
is a quotient
of polynomials such that the zero set of hi is empty. Analogously, a subset S of R
m is a
regular image of Rn if it is the image S “ fpRnq of Rn given by a regular map f .
The present work continues the general study of polynomial and regular images of
Euclidean spaces already began in [FG1, FG2]. A celebrated Theorem of Tarski-Seidenberg
[BCR, 1.4] says that the image of any polynomial map (and more generally of a regular
map) f : Rm Ñ Rn is a semialgebraic subset S of Rn, that is, it can be written as a
finite boolean combination of polynomial equations and inequalities, which we will call
a semialgebraic description. By elimination of quantifiers S is semialgebraic if it has
a description by a first order formula possibly with quantifiers. Such a freedom gives
easy semialgebraic descriptions for topological operations: interiors, closures, borders of
semialgebraic sets are again semialgebraic.
In an Oberwolfach week [G] Gamboa proposed to characterize the semialgebraic sets of
R
m that are polynomial images of Rn for some n ě 1. The open ones deserve a special
attention in connection with the real Jacobian Conjecture [J1, J2, P]. The interest of
polynomial (and also regular) images arises because there exist certain problems in Real
Algebraic Geometry that can be reduced for such sets to the case S “ Rn (see [FU1, FU2]).
Examples of such problems are:
‚ Optimization of polynomial (and/or regular) functions on S,
‚ Characterization of the polynomial (or regular functions) that are positive semi-
definite on S (Hilbert’s 17th problem and Positivstellensatz),
‚ Computation of trajectories inside S parametrizable by polynomial (or regular)
maps.
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1.A. Main result. We denote the projective space of coordinates px0 : x1 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : xmq with
RP
m. It contains Rm as the set of points with x0 “ 1. The hyperplane at infinity H8 has
equation x0 “ 0. Given a semialgebraic set S Ă R
m, the set of points at infinity of S is
S8 :“ ClRPmpSq X H8. Our main result in this work is the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let f : Rn Ñ Rm be a non-constant polynomial map and denote S :“
fpRmq. Then S8 is non-empty and connected.
It seems a difficult matter to provide a full geometric characterization of all polynomial
and/or regular images S Ă Rm. We only know it for the 1-dimensional case [F]. Even
though, we have approached the representation as polynomial or regular images of ample
families of n-dimensional semialgebraic sets whose boundaries are piecewise linear. We
have focused on: convex polyhedra, their interiors, their exteriors and the closure of their
exteriors [FGU1, FU1, FU2, U2]. The proofs are constructive but the arguments are
developed ad hoc. Two main difficulties arise:
‚ To develop a strategy to produce an either polynomial or regular map whose image
is the desired semialgebraic set.
‚ To prove the surjectivity of the constructed map.
In [FG1] appear some straightforward properties that a polynomial (resp. regular)
image S Ă Rm must satisfy: S must be pure dimensional, connected, semialgebraic and
its Zariski closure must be irreducible. It follows from [FG3, 3.1] that S must be irreducible
in the sense proposed in [FG3]. All these properties follow readily from the fact [FGU2,
3.6]:
p˚q Given two points p, q P S, there exists a polynomial (resp. regular) image L of R (also
known as parametric semiline) contained in S and passing through p, q.
There are many examples of semialgebraic sets with property p˚q that are polynomial
images of no Rn. Take S :“ t0 ď x ď 1, 0 ď yu Y t0 ď y ď xu Ă R2, which satisfies p˚q.
By Theorem 1.1 S is a polynomial image of no Rn because its set of points at infinity is
disconnected. Consequently Theorem 1.1 provides a new obstruction to be a polynomial
image of Rn.
We wondered in [FG2, 7.3] about the number of connected components of the exterior
of a polynomial image of dimension ě 2. The first author was convinced that the answer
was one, but the second author showed in [U1] that this number can be arbitrarily large.
Nevertheless, Theorem 1.1 is in the vein of our wrong initial position.
1.B. Strategy of the proof and structure of the article. The proof of Theorem 1.1
involves techniques inspired by those employed by Jelonek in his works [J1, J2] where he
studies the geometry of the set of points Sf at which an either complex or real polynomial
map f : Kn Ñ Km is not proper (K denotes either R or C). We highlight the following:
‚ Resolution of indeterminacy of rational maps defined on projective surfaces.
‚ Sufficient conditions to guarantee that the intersection of two connected complex
projective curves of a complex projective surface is either empty or a singleton.
‚ A ‘rational’ curve selection lemma.
For the sake of the reader we include a careful exposition of these techniques in Section
2. The reader can proceed directly to Section 3 and refer to the Preliminaries only when
needed. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.1 in the more general setting of quasi-polynomial
maps. In Section 4 we show that the set of points at infinity of the image of a general
regular map does not need to be connected and we provide some enlightening examples.
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2. Preliminaries
We write K to refer indistinctly to R or C. We denote the hyperplane at infinity of KPm
with H8pKq :“ tx0 “ 0u. Clearly, KP
m contains Km as the set KPmzH8pKq “ tx0 “ 1u.
If m “ 1, we denote the point at infinity KP1 with tp8u :“ tx0 “ 0u and if m “ 2,
we write ℓ8pKq :“ tx0 “ 0u for the line at infinity of KP
2. We use freely that the real
projective space RPm can be immersed in Rk for k large enough as an affine non-singular
real algebraic variety [BCR, 3.4.4]. Thus, the closure in RPm of a semialgebraic subset
of Rm is again a semialgebraic set. It will be useful to understand real algebraic objects
as fixed parts under conjugation of complex algebraic objects that are invariant under
conjugation.
2.A. Invariant projective objects. For each n ě 1 denote the complex conjugation
with
σ :“ σn : CP
n Ñ CPn, z “ pz0 : z1 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : znq ÞÑ z “ pz0 : z1 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : znq.
Clearly, RPn is the set of fixed points of σ. A set A Ă CPn is called invariant if σpAq “ A.
If Z Ă CPn is an invariant non-singular (complex) projective variety, then ZXRPn is a non-
singular (real) projective variety. We say that a rational map h : CPn 99K CPm is invariant
if h˝σn “ σm˝h. Of course, h is invariant if its components are homogeneous polynomials
with real coefficients, so it provides by restriction a real rational map h|RPn : RP
n
99K RP
m.
We use freely usual concepts of Algebraic Geometry such as: rational map, regular map,
divisor, blow-up, etc. and refer the reader to [Ha, M, Sh1, Sh2] for further details. For
the sake of the reader we denote complex dimension with dimCp¨q and real dimension with
dimRp¨q. Recall the following fact concerning the regularity of rational maps defined on a
non-singular projective curve [M, 7.1].
Lemma 2.1. Let Z Ă CPn be a non-singular projective curve and F : Z 99K CPm a
rational map. Then F extends to a regular map F 1 : Z Ñ CPm. In addition, if Z,F are
invariant, so is F 1.
One of the main tools is the resolution of indeterminacy of an invariant rational map.
We provide a careful presentation of this well-known tool taking care of invariance.
2.B. Resolution of indeterminacy of an invariant rational map. Let Z0 Ă CP
n be
an invariant non-singular projective variety of dimension d and
FC :“ pF1 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : Fmq : Z0 99K CP
m
an invariant rational map. To compute the set of indeterminacy of FC one proceeds as fol-
lows [Sh1, III.1.4]. Consider for each i “ 0, . . . ,m the divisor Di in Z0 defined by Fi and let
|D| :“ hcdtD0,D1, . . . ,Dmu be the highest common divisor of the divisorsD0,D1, . . . ,Dm.
The divisors D1i :“ Di ´ |D| are relatively prime. By [Sh1, III.1.4.Thm.2] the map FC
fails to be regular exactly at the points of the invariant set YC :“
Şm
i“0 supppD
1
iq, which
has dimension ď d ´ 2. As FC is invariant, it can be restricted to a real rational map
FR : Z0 X RP
n
99K RP
m whose set of indeterminacy is YR :“ YC X RP
2.
We assume that Z0 has dimension 2. As it is well-known, FC : Z0 99K CP
m admits an
invariant resolution. Namely,
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2.B.1. There exist:
(i) An invariant non-singular projective surface Z1 Ă CP
k for some k ě 2.
(ii) An invariant (composition of a) sequence of blow-ups πC : Z1 Ñ Z0 Ă CP
n such
that πC|Z1zπ´1C pYCq
: Z1zπ
´1
C
pYCq Ñ Z0zYC is a biregular isomorphism and
YC “ tp P Z0 : #π
´1
C
ppq ą 1u.
(iii) An invariant regular map pFC : Z1 Ñ CPm such thatpFC|Z1zπ´1C pYCq “ FC ˝ πC|Z1zπ´1C pYCq.
In addition, for each y P YC the irreducible components of π
´1
C
pyq are non-singular
projective curves Ki,y that are biregularly equivalent to CP
1 (via regular maps Φi,y : CP
1 Ñ
Ki,y that are invariant for invariant Ki,y) and satisfy:
(iv) If y P YCzYR, then σpKi,yq “ Ki,σpyq and Ki,y X RP
k “ ∅,
(v) If y P YR, then either Ki,y X RP
k “ ∅ and there exists j ‰ i such that σpKi,yq “
Kj,y or σpKi,yq “ Ki,y and Ci,y “ Ki,y X RP
k is a non-singular projective curve
biregularly equivalent to RP1 (via φi,y :“ Φi,y|RP1 : RP
1 Ñ Ci,y).
A triple pZ1, πC, pFCq satisfying the previous properties is an invariant resolution for FC.
Let us recall some terminology and results concerning blow-ups of non-singular projec-
tive varieties at non-singular centers, from which 2.B.1 follows readily.
2.C. Blow-up with a non-singular variety as center. Let Z0 Ă CP
n be a non-singular
irreducible projective variety and Y Ă Z0 a non-singular subvariety. Let H1, . . . ,Hm be a
system of homogeneous polynomials of the same degree that generates an ideal I whose
saturation
I :“ tH P Crzs :“ Crz0, z1, . . . , zns : pzq
kH Ă I for some k ě 0u
equals the ideal J pY q of (homogeneous) polynomials of Crzs vanishing identically on Y .
2.C.1. The blow-up BlY pZ0q of Z0 with center Y is the closure in Z0 ˆCP
m´1 of the set
tpz; pH1pzq : ¨ ¨ ¨ : Hmpzqqq P pZ0zY q ˆ CP
m´1u
together with the projection π : BlY pZ0q Ă Z0 ˆ CP
m´1 Ñ Z0, pz; yq ÞÑ z (see [Ha, 7.18]
and [Sh2, VI.2.2]). Recall the following facts:
‚ BlY pZ0q is a non-singular irreducible projective variety of the same dimension as
Z0, independent of the choices made in the process.
‚ π´1pY q is a non-singular hypersurface of BlY pZ0q.
‚ π|BlY pZ0qzπ´1pY q : BlY pZ0qzπ
´1pY q Ñ Z0zY is a biregular isomorphism.
‚ Y admits a finite cover by affine open subsets tUαuα satisfying π
´1pUαq – Uα ˆ
CP
r´1 where r :“ dimCpZ0q ´ dimCpY q. In particular, the fiber of each y P Y is a
projective space CPr´1.
‚ If Y1, . . . , Yr are the irreducible components of Y , then they are pairwise disjoint
and non-singular and it holds
BlY pZ0q – BlYrp¨ ¨ ¨BlY2pBlY1pZ0qq ¨ ¨ ¨ q.
If Z0, Y are invariant, BlY pZ0q can be assumed invariant, too, by choosing an ideal I
with saturation J pY q and whose generators are invariant (given any family of generators,
consider the real and the imaginary parts of all of them). If we consider the immersion
of BlY pZ0q in some CP
N using Segre’s map, also the regular map π : BlY pZ0q Ñ Z0 is
invariant.
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2.C.2. Assume that Z0 is an invariant non-singular projective surface and Y is a finite
invariant subset. Consider the invariant blow-up pBlY pZ0q, πq of Z0 with center Y :
(i) For each y P Y the fiber π´1pyq is a CP1. If y P Y X RPd, there exists an invariant
biregular equivalence between π´1pyq and CP1. If y P Y zRPd, then π´1pyq X RPN “ ∅.
(ii) If C Ă Z0 is a non-singular curve not contained in the center Y , its strict transformrC :“ ClBlY pZ0qpπ´1pCzY qq Ă π´1pCq
is as well a non-singular curve. In addition, if there exists an invariant biregular equivalence
Φ : CP1 Ñ C, the strict transform rC Ă π´1pCq of C under π is invariant and there exists
an invariant biregular equivalence Ψ : CP1 Ñ rC.
Sketch of proof of statement 2.B.1. To solve the indeterminacy of the rational map FC :
Z0 99K CP
m, one blows the set of points of indeterminacy YC of FC up and considers the
composition G of FC with the previous sequence of blowing-ups next [Sh1, IV.3.3.Thm.3].
If G is regular, the process is concluded. Otherwise one applies the previous procedure to
G. In finitely many steps one achieves a regular map and the process finishes. By 2.C we
may assume that each rational map involved in the process is invariant, so in the last step
of the process we obtain:
‚ An invariant non-singular projective surface Z1 Ă CP
k for some k ě 2,
‚ An invariant sequence of blow-ups πC : Z1 Ñ Z0 Ă CP
n and
‚ An invariant regular map pFC : Z1 Ñ CPm such thatpFC|Z1zπ´1C pYCq “ FC ˝ πC|Z1zπ´1C pYCq.
The triple pZ1, πC, pFCq satisfies conditions (i) to (iii). The fiber of each point of YC under
π is a complex projective curve by 2.C whose irreducible components are non-singular
rational curves while the fiber of each point of Z0zYC under π is a singleton. Thus, YC
is the fundamental set of πC, so (ii) holds. Assertions (iv) and (v) are straightforward
consequences of 2.C. 
2.D. Projective curves intersecting each other in a singleton. It will be useful to
know sufficient conditions that guarantee that the intersection of two connected complex
projective curves of a complex projective surface is either empty or a singleton. The proof
of the following result is deeply inspired by the proofs of [J1, 4.6] and [J2, 3.1].
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a complex projective surface. Assume that:
‚ U Ă X is a connected orientable manifold such that
H1pU ;Zq “ H2pU ;Zq “ 0,
‚ U is dense in X and the complement A :“ XzU is a complex projective curve.
Let C1, C2 Ă A be two connected, complex projective curves without common irreducible
components. Then the intersection C1 X C2 is either the empty set or a singleton.
Proof. The proof is conducted in several steps:
2.D.1. We prove first: H1pA;Zq “ 0.
Assume that X is a compact polyhedron of dimension 4 and A a closed subpolyhedron
of X. As U is an orientable real manifold of dimension 4, by Lefschetz duality [S, 6.1.11
& 6.2.19] we have H ipX,A;Zq – H4´ipU ;Zq for i “ 0, . . . , 4. By the long exact sequence
of cohomology [S, 5.4.13]
H1pX,A;Zq Ñ H1pX;Zq Ñ H1pA;Zq Ñ H2pX,A;Zq – H2pU ;Zq “ 0,
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so H1pX;Zq Ñ H1pA;Zq is an epimorphism. As U is a connected open dense subset of
X, there exists by [J1, 4.7] an epimorphism 0 “ H1pU ;Zq Ñ H1pX,Zq, so H1pX,Zq “ 0.
By the universal-coefficient theorem for cohomology [S, 5.5.3]
H1pX,Zq – HompH1pX,Zq,Zq ‘ ExtpZ,Zq,
so by [S, 5.5.1] H1pX;Zq “ 0. Consequently, H1pA;Zq “ 0.
2.D.2. Let C Ă A be a projective algebraic curve. Then H1pC;Zq “ 0. In particular, it
holds H1pC1 Y C2;Zq “ 0.
Let C 1 be the union of the irreducible components of A not contained in C. Clearly,
F :“ C X C 1 is a finite set. As C and C 1 are analytic sets, they are locally contractible,
so for each x P F there exists a neighborhood V x in A such that:
‚ V x X C and V x X C 1 have the singleton txu as a deformation retract,
‚ V x X C X C 1 “ txu and
‚ V x1 X V x2 “ ∅ if x1, x2 P F and x1 ‰ x2.
It holds that V :“ C Y
Ť
xPF pV
x X C 1q and W :“ C 1 Y
Ť
xPF pV
x X Cq are open subsets
of A such that V YW “ A, V XW “
Ť
xPF pV
x X pC Y C 1qq and C,C 1 are respective
deformation retracts of V and W . In addition, F is a deformation retract of V XW . By
Mayer-Vietoris’ exact sequence for cohomology [S, 5.4.9]
0 “ H1pA;Zq “ H1pV YW ;Zq Ñ H1pV ;Zq ‘H1pW ;Zq
Ñ H1pV XW ;Zq – H1pF ;Zq.
As F is a finite set, H1pF ;Zq “ 0, so H1pC;Zq – H1pV ;Zq “ 0.
2.D.3. C1 XC2 is either empty or a singleton.
Assume C1 X C2 ‰ ∅. Let V1, V2 be two open subsets of C1 Y C2 such that
‚ Ci Ă Vi is a deformation retract of Vi for i “ 1, 2,
‚ V1 Y V2 “ C1 Y C2 and C1 X C2 is a deformation retract of V1 X V2.
(for the construction of V1, V2 proceed similarly to 2.D.2). By Mayer-Vietoris’ exact se-
quence for reduced cohomology [S, 5.4.8 & p.240] applied to the open subsets V1 and V2
of C1 Y C2 (whose intersection V1 X V2 Ą C1 X C2 ‰ ∅), we deduce
H˜0pC1;Zq ‘ H˜
0pC2;Zq – H˜
0pV1;Zq ‘ H˜
0pV2;Zq
Ñ H˜0pV1 X V2;Zq – H˜
0pC1 X C2;Zq Ñ H˜
1pV1 Y V2;Zq
– H˜1pC1 Y C2;Zq – H
1pC1 YC2;Zq “ 0.
As C1, C2 are connected, H˜
0pCi;Zq “ 0, so H˜
0pC1 X C2;Zq “ 0. Thus, the finite set
C1 X C2 is connected, so it is a singleton. 
Example 2.3. Let F Ă C2 be a finite set and U :“ C2zF its complement. Then
H1pU,Zq “ H2pU,Zq “ 0.
By Hurewicz’s theorem H1pU,Zq is the abelianization of π1pUq “ 0, so H1pU,Zq “ 0.
We identify C2 ” R4. To compute H2pU,Zq, we may assume F :“ tp1, . . . , pru where
pk :“ p2k ´ 1, 0, 0, 0q. Notice that Dr :“
Ťr
i“1 S
3
pi
where S3pi :“ tx P R
4 : }x´ pi} “ 1u is
a deformation retract of U ” R4zF . Observe
S
3
pi
X S3pj “
#
tpij :“
pi`pj
2
u if |i´ j| “ 1,
∅ if |i´ j| ą 1.
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Denote Dk :“
Ťk
i“1 S
3
pi
and observeH2pD1;Zq “ H2pS
3
p1
;Zq “ 0. By induction hypothesis,
we assume H2pDr´1;Zq “ 0. By Mayer-Vietoris’ exact sequence for homology [S, §4.6]
0 “ H2pDr´1,Zq ‘H2pS
3
pr ;Zq Ñ H2pDr;Zq “ H2pU ;Zq
Ñ H1pDr´1 X S
3
pr ,Zq “ H1ptpr´1,ru;Zq “ 0,
so H2pU ;Zq “ 0, as required. 
Remark 2.4. Lemma 2.2 applies if U is homeomorphic to the complement in C2 of a
finite subset.
2.E. Rational curve selection lemma. To finish this section we present the following
variation of the curve selection lemma adapted to the situations we will approach later.
We refer the reader to [JK, 4.7] for a result of similar nature.
Lemma 2.5. Let f : Rn Ñ Rm be a regular map and S :“ fpRnq. Let S1 Ă S be a
semialgebraic dense subset of S and p P ClRPmpSqzS. Then there exist (after reordering
the variables of Rn) a rational path α :“ p˘tk1 , tk2p2, . . . , t
knpnq P Rptq
n where
‚ ki P Z, k1 “ mintk1, . . . , knu ă 0,
‚ pi P Rrts and pip0q ‰ 0 for i “ 2, . . . , n
and an integer r ě 1 such that for each β P ptqrRrtsn
(i) p “ limtÑ0`pf ˝ pα` βqqptq and
(ii) pf ˝ pα` βqqptq Ă S1 for t ą 0 small enough.
Before proving the previous result, we need a technical lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let F P Rrxs be a polynomial that is not identically zero and let g P Rpptqqn.
Then for each s ě 1 there exists r ě 1 such that if h P ptqrRrrtssn, we have F pgq ´F pg`
hq P ptqsRrrtss.
Proof. Write g :“ g
1
tk
where k ě 0 and g1 P Rrrtssn. Let z and y :“ py1, . . . , ynq be
variables. Write F px ` zyq “ F pxq ` zHpx, y, zq where H P Rrx, y, zs is a polynomial of
degree d. Let r :“ s ` kd and observe that if h P ptqrRrrtssn, we may write h :“ trh1
where h1 P Rrrtss and
F pg ` hq ´ F pgq “ trH
´ g1
tk
, h1, tr
¯
.
Observe that the order of the series F pg ` hq ´ F pgq is ě r ´ kd “ s, as required. 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. The proof is conducted in several steps:
2.E.1. We may assume: S1 is open in S.
As S1 is dense in S and S is pure dimensional because it is the image of Rn under
a regular map, it holds that ClRmpSzS
1q has dimension ď dimRpSq ´ 1. Thus, S
2 :“
SzClRmpSzS
1q Ă S1 is dense and open in S. Changing S1 with S2, we may assume that
S1 is open in S.
2.E.2. There exists a Nash path λ : p´1, 1q Ñ RPn such that pf˝λqp0, 1q Ă S1, limtÑ0 λptq“
q P RPnzRn and limtÑ0pf ˝ λqptq “ p.
As p P ClRPmpS
1qzS1, there exists by the Nash curve selection lemma [BCR, 8.1.13] a
Nash path γ : p´1, 1q Ñ RPm such that γpp0, 1qq Ă S1 and γp0q “ p. Let txkuk Ă R
n and
ttkukě1 Ă p0, 1q be sequences such that limkÑ8 tk “ 0 and fpxkq “ γptkq for all k ě 1. We
may assume that txkukě1 converges to q P RP
n. As S “ fpRnq and p “ γp0q P ClRPmpSqzS,
we have q P RPnzRn “ H8pRq.
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As dimRpf
´1pγpp0, 1qqqq ě dimRpγpp0, 1qqq “ 1 and
q P ClRPnpf
´1pγpp0, 1qqqqzpf´1pγpp0, 1qqqq,
there exists a Nash path λ : p´1, 1q Ñ RPn such that λpp0, 1qq Ă f´1pγpp0, 1qqq and
λp0q “ q.
2.E.3. Construction of the integer k1. After reparametrizing γ, we may assume f ˝λ “ γ,
so there exist
λ0, λ1, . . . , λn, γ0, γ1, . . . , γm P Rrrtss
such that
f ˝ λ “ f
´λ1
λ0
, . . . ,
λn
λ0
¯
“
´γ1
γ0
, . . . ,
γm
γ0
¯
“ γ,
limtÑ0`p1 : λptqq “ q and limtÑ0`p1 : γptqq “ p. As q P H8pRq, we may assume after
reordering the variables x1, . . . , xn that the order
k1 :“ ω
´λ1
λ0
¯
“ min
!
ω
´λi
λ0
¯
: i “ 1, . . . , n
)
ă 0.
After a change of the type t ÞÑ tuptq where u P Rrrtss is a unit, we assume λ1
λ0
“ ˘tk1
with k1 ă 0. Write
λi
λ0
“ tk
1
iρi where
#
k1i P Z, ρi P Rrrtss and ρip0q ‰ 0 if
λi
λ0
‰ 0,
k1i “ 0 and ρi “ 0 if
λi
λ0
“ 0.
2.E.4. Construction of the integer r. Write f :“ pf1
f0
, . . . , fm
f0
q where fi P Rrxs and f0 does
not vanish on Rn. By Lemma 2.6 there exists r0 ě 1 such that if µ :“ pµ1, . . . , µnq P
ptqr0Rrrtssn, then
lim
tÑ0`
p1 : λptq ` µptqq “ q
and lim
tÑ0`
´
1 :
f1
f0
pλptq ` µptqq : ¨ ¨ ¨ :
fm
f0
pλptq ` µptqq
¯
“ p.
Since S1 is open in S, also f´1pS1q is open in Rn. As
λpp0, 1qq Ă f´1pγpp0, 1qqq Ă f´1pS1q,
there exist finitely many polynomials g1, . . . , gq P Rrxs such that
λpp0, ε1qq Ă tg1 ą 0, . . . , gq ą 0u Ă f
´1pS1q
for some ε1 ą 0 small enough. Thus, gi ˝ λ “ ait
ℓi ` ¨ ¨ ¨ where ai ą 0 and ℓi P Z. By
Lemma 2.6 there exists r ě maxtr0, k
1
2, . . . , k
1
nu ` 1 such that if η P ptq
r
Rrrtss, then
pgi ˝ pλ` ηqq ´ pgi ˝ λq P ptq
s
Rrrtss
where s :“ maxt0, ℓ1, . . . , ℓqu`1. Consequently, if η P ptq
r
Rrrtss, each series gi˝pλ`ηq ą 0
for t ą 0 small enough, so pλ` ηqptq P f´1pSq for t ą 0 small enough.
2.E.5. Construction of the rational path α. Choose µ :“ p0, µ2, . . . , µnq P ptq
r
Rrrtssn such
that t´k
1
i p λi
λ0
` µiq “ ρi ` t
´k1iµi P Rrtszt0u. Write t
k1ipρi ` t
´k1iµiq “ t
kipi where ki P Z,
pi P Rrts and pip0q ‰ 0. The rational path α :“ p˘t
k1 , tk2p2, . . . , t
knpnq P Rptq
n and the
integer r satisfy the conditions in the statement. 
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3. Connectedness of the set of points at infinity of a polynomial image
3.A. Proof of Theorem 1.1. The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1. We
approach this result in the more general framework of quasi-polynomial maps. Given a
regular map
f :“
´f1
f0
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
fm
f0
¯
: Rn Ñ Rm
where each fi P Rrxs, consider the invariant rational map
FC : CP
n
99K CP
m, x :“ px0 : x1 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : xnq ÞÑ pF0pxq : F1pxq : ¨ ¨ ¨ : Fmpxqq
where Fipx0 : x1 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : xnq :“ x
d
0fip
x1
x0
, . . . , xn
x0
q and d :“ maxi“0,...,mtdegpfiqu. Let YC be
the set of indeterminacy of FC and write F0 “ x
e
0F
1
0 where e ě 0 and F
1
0 P Rrx0, x1, . . . , xns
is a homogeneous polynomial that is not divisible by x0. Observe that FC can be restricted
to a rational map FR : RP
n
99K RP
m whose set of indeterminacy is YR :“ YC X RP
m.
Definition 3.1. We say that f is a quasi-polynomial map if FCpH
n
8pCqq Ă H
m
8pCq and no
real indeterminacy point of FC belongs to tF
1
0
“ 0u, that is, YC X RP
n X tF 1
0
“ 0u “ ∅.
Remarks 3.2. (i) The condition FCpH
n
8pCqq Ă H
m
8pCq is equivalent to
e :“ maxtdegpf1q, . . . ,degpfmqu ´ degpf0q ą 0.
(ii) If the polynomials f0, f1, . . . , fm are relatively prime, then
YC X tF
1
0 “ 0u “ tF
1
0 “ 0, F1 “ 0, . . . , Fm “ 0u.
(ii) Quasi-polynomial maps include polynomial maps, but also more general regular
maps. If e ą 0 and tF 10 “ 0u X RP
n “ ∅, then f is a quasi polynomial map. This occurs
for instance if e ą 0 and f0 :“ b
2
0 ` pb
2
1x
2k
1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` b
2
nx
2k
n q
ℓ where k, ℓ ě 0 and bi P Rzt0u.
(iv) If n “ 1, the condition e :“ maxtdegpf1q, . . . ,degpfmqu ´ degpf0q ą 0 characterizes
quasi-polynomial maps.
Theorem 3.3. Let S Ă Rm be a semialgebraic set that is the image of a quasi-polynomial
map f : Rn Ñ Rm. Then S8 is connected.
Proof of Theorem 3.3 for the case n “ 2. Write f :“ pf1
f0
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fm
f0
q : R2 Ñ Rm where each
fi P Rrx1, x2s and f0 has an empty zero set. Keep notations from 3.A and assume
gcdpf0, f1, . . . , fmq “ 1, so the set of points of indeterminacy of FK (where K “ R or
C) is
YK “ tx0F
1
0 “ 0, F1 “ 0, . . . , Fm “ 0u XKP
2.
By 2.B YK is a finite subset of ℓ8pKq Y ptF
1
0 “ 0u X KP
2q. As f is quasi-polynomial,
YR Ă ℓ8pRqztF
1
0 “ 0u. The proof is conducted in several steps:
Step 1. Initial Preparation. Let pZ1, πC, pFCq be an invariant resolution for FC. Keep
notations from 2.B.1 and denote
‚ X1 :“ Z1 X RP
k, which is a non-singular real projective surface.
‚ πR :“ πC|X1 : X1 Ñ RP
2, which is the composition of a sequence of finitely many
blow-ups and its restriction πR|X1zπ´1R pYRq
: X1zπ
´1
R
pYRq Ñ RP
2zYR is a biregular
isomorphism.
‚ pFR :“ pFC|X1 : X1 Ñ RPm, which is a real regular map and satisfiespFR|X1zπ´1R pYRq “ FR ˝ πR|X1zπ´1R pYRq.
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As YR Ă ℓ8pRq, it holds πRpxq P RP
2zℓ8pRq ” R
2 for each point x P X1zπ
´1
R
pℓ8pRqq.
Thus, pFRpxq “ FR ˝ πRpxq “ fpπRpxqq P Rm ” RPmzH8pRq,
so pF´1
R
pH8pRqq Ă π
´1
R
pℓ8pRqq.
3.A.1. The strict transform K8 under πC of ℓ8pCq is an invariant non-singular rational
curve and πC|K8 : K8 Ñ ℓ8pCq ” CP
1 is an invariant biregular isomorphism. Conse-
quently, C8 :“ K8XRP
k is a real non-singular rational curve and it is the strict transform
under πR of ℓ8pRq.
3.A.2. Define E :“ tF 1
0
pzq “ 0u Ă CP2 and let rE be its strict transform under πC, which
is an invariant projective curve. As f0 has empty zero set and x0 does not divide F
1
0
, the
intersection EXRP2 is a finite subset of ℓ8pRq. In addition π
´1
C
pEq “ rEYŤyPEXYC π´1C pyq.
We have:
3.A.3. rEXŤyPYR π´1C pyq “ ∅ and rEX RPk Ă C8.
Let y P YR and let us show rE X π´1C pyq “ ∅. Otherwise, there exists x P rE X π´1C pyq,
so y “ πCpxq P πCprEq “ E. Consequently, y P YR X E “ YR X tF 10 “ 0u “ ∅, which is a
contradiction. As πCprEXRPkq Ă EX RP2 Ă ℓ8pRq, we haverEX RPk Ă π´1
R
pℓ8pRqqz
ď
yPYR
π´1
R
pyq Ă C8.
3.A.4. As pFC|Z1zπ´1C pYCq “ FC ˝ πC|Z1zπ´1C pYCq, it holdsrEY K8 Ă pF´1C pH8pCqq Ă rEY K8 Y π´1C pYCq.
Thus, pF´1
C
pH8pCqq is an invariant projective curve whose irreducible components different
from rE are by 2.B.1 either singletons or non-singular rational curves.
3.A.5. The following diagram summarizes the achieved situation:
rEY K8
XpF´1
C
pH8pCqq
X
Z1 CP
2
X
ℓ8pCq Y E Ą YC
CP
m
Y
H8pCq
πC
pFC FC
rEX RPk
X
C8
X
X1 RP
2
X
ℓ8pRq Ą YR
RP
m
Y
H8pRq
πR
pFR FR
Step 2. We prove next:
3.A.6. pF´1
C
pH8pCqq is connected. Consequently, pF´1C pH8pCqq does not contain isolated
points and its irreducible components different from rE are non-singular rational curves.
Indeed, by Stein’s factorization theorem [H2, III.11.5] applied to the projective mor-
phism pFC : Z1 Ñ CPm, there exist a projective variety V and projective morphisms
G1 : Z1 Ñ V and G2 : V Ñ CP
m such that:
‚ G1 is surjective and its fibers are connected,
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‚ G2 is a finite morphism and
‚ pFC “ G2 ˝G1.
To prove 3.A.6 it is enough to show that H :“ G´1
2
pH8pCqq and G
´1
1
pHq “ pF´1
C
pH8pCqq
are connected.
3.A.7. H is connected.
As G2 is finite, it is by [H2, II.5.17] an affine morphism. Thus,
G´1
2
pCmq “ G´1
2
pCPmqzG´1
2
pH8pCqq “ V zH
is an affine algebraic variety. As V is a complete manifold, we deduce by [H1, 6.2, p.79]
that H “ V zG´1
2
pCmq is connected because it is the complement in V of an affine open
subvariety.
3.A.8. G´1
1
pHq is connected.
Suppose that G´1
1
pHq is the disjoint union of two closed subsets A1, A2. As G1 is proper
and surjective, G1pA1q, G1pA2q are closed subsets of H and H “ G1pA1qYG1pA2q. In case
G1pAiq ‰ ∅ for i “ 1, 2, the intersection G1pA1q X G1pA2q ‰ ∅ because H is connected.
If x P G1pA1q XG1pA2q, the fiber
G´1
1
ptxuq “ pG´1
1
ptxuq XA1q \ pG
´1
1
ptxuq XA2q
is the disjoint union of two non-empty closed sets, so G´1
1
ptxuq is disconnected, which is
a contradiction because the fibers of G1 are connected.
Step 3. In the following we use Lemma 2.2 several times. To ease the procedure we point
out the key facts. By 2.C.2 A :“ π´1
C
pℓ8pCq Y YCq is an algebraic curve whose irreducible
components are non-singular rational curves. Observe that U :“ Z1zA “ π
´1
C
pC2zYCq is
a dense subset of Z1 biregularly equivalent to C
2zYC (that is, the complement in C
2 of a
finite subset).
3.A.9. Let B1, B2 Ă A be two connected compact algebraic curves without common irre-
ducible components. Then the intersection B1 X B2 is by Lemma 2.2, Example 2.3 and
Remark 2.4 either empty or a singleton.
Step 4. By Zariski’s Main Theorem [H2, III.11.4] applied to the birational projective
morphism πC : Z1 Ñ CP
2, the fiber π´1
C
pyq is connected for each y P YC. We prove next:
3.A.10. If y P YR, the invariant projective variety Ty :“ π
´1
C
pyqX pF´1
C
pH8pCqq is connected
and K8 X Ty is a singleton. In addition, if Ty has dimension 1 and K1,y, . . . ,Kry ,y are the
invariant irreducible components of Ty, the projective curve
Ťry
i“1Ki,y is connected and
K8 X Ty “ K8 X
ryď
i“1
Ki,y
is a singleton contained in X1.
The clue to prove 3.A.10 is the following:
3.A.11. Let y P YR and T be an invariant connected union of irreducible components of
π´1
C
pyq. Let K1, . . . ,Kr be the invariant irreducible components of T and denote Ci :“
Ki X RP
k, which is by 2.B.1(v) a real non-singular rational curve for i “ 1, . . . , r. We
have:
(i) The projective curve
Ťr
i“1Ki is connected.
(ii) Suppose moreover K8X T ‰ ∅. Then the intersection K8X T “ K8X
Ťr
i“1Ki is
a singleton contained in X1. In particular, K8 Y
Ťr
i“1Ki is connected.
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(iii) We may order the indices i “ 1, . . . , r in such a way that C8 X C1 “ K8 X T is a
singleton and Ci X
Ťi´1
j“1Cj is a singleton for i “ 2, . . . , r. In particular, the real
projective curve C :“
Ťr
i“1 Ci is connected and C8 X C ‰ ∅.
We prove first 3.A.11(i). If T “
Ťr
i“1Ki, there is nothing to prove.
Otherwise, denote the non-invariant irreducible components of T with Kr`1, . . . ,Ks.
Denote
t :“ max
!
#F : F Ă t1, . . . , ru,
ď
iPF
Ki is connected
)
and let us check t “ r. Suppose by contradiction t ă r. We may assume thatK :“
Ťt
i“1Ki
is connected. As each Kℓ is connected, each intersection K XKℓ “ ∅ for t ă ℓ ď r. As T
is connected and invariant and K X
Ťr
i“t`1Ki “ ∅, we may assume K XKr`1 ‰ ∅ and
σpKr`1q “ Kr`2. As K is invariant, KXKr`2 ‰ ∅, so KYKr`1YKr`2 is connected and
invariant. Repeating the previous argument recursively, we find indices r ă r`2j0 ď s and
t ă ℓ ď r such that (after reordering the indices i “ r`1, . . . , s) KℓXpKY
Ťr`2j0
i“r`1Kjq ‰ ∅
and for each 1 ď j ď j0 it holds
‚ K Y
Ťr`2j
i“r`1Ki is connected and invariant and
‚ σpKr`2j´1q “ Kr`2j.
Such indices r ` 2j0, ℓ exist because T “
Ťs
i“1Ki is connected.
The invariant connected projective curves Kℓ and K Y
Ťr`2j
i“r`1Kj are contained in
A :“ π´1
C
pℓ8pCq Y YCq because y P YR. The non-empty invariant intersection Kℓ X pK YŤr`2j
i“r`1Kjq is by 3.A.9 a singleton tpℓu Ă X1 “ Z1 X RP
k. As Ki Ă CP
kzRPk for
i “ r ` 1, . . . , s (see 2.B.1(iv)), we have pℓ P Kℓ XK ‰ ∅, which is a contradiction. Then
r “ t, so
Ťr
i“1Ki is connected.
Next we prove 3.A.11(ii). Since K8, T Ă A are invariant connected projective curves,
the non-empty invariant intersection K8 X T is by 3.A.9 a singleton tpu Ă X1. Thus,
p P T X RPk Ă
Ťr
i“1Ki because the non-invariant irreducible components of T are by
2.B.1(v) contained in CPkzRPk. Consequently, K8 X T “ K8 X
Ťr
i“1Ki “ tpu.
Finally, we show 3.A.11(iii). As p P X1 “ Z1 X RP
k,
C8 X C “ C8 X
rď
i“1
Ci “
´
K8 X
rď
i“1
Ki
¯
X RPk “ tpu ‰ ∅.
We may assume C8XC1 ‰ ∅, that is, C8XC1 “ tpu “ K8XT . As
Ťr
i“1Kr is connected,
we claim: We may order the indices i “ 2, . . . , r in such a way that Ki intersects the unionŤi´1
j“1Kj for i “ 2, . . . , r.
Indeed, as K “
Ťr
i“1Ki is connected, the intersection K1X
Ťr
i“2Ki ‰ ∅ and we assume
K1 XK2 ‰ ∅. As K is connected, the intersection of K1 YK2 and
Ťr
i“3Ki ‰ ∅ is non-
empty. We may assume that K3 intersects K1YK2 and proceeding this way we prove the
claim.
Next, since Ki and
Ťi´1
j“1Kj are invariant connected projective curves contained in A,
the non-empty invariant intersection Ki X
Ťi´1
j“1Kj is by 3.A.9 a singleton tqiu Ă X1.
Thus,
qi P RP
k XKi X
i´1ď
j“1
Kj “ Ci X
i´1ď
j“1
Cj,
so Ci X
Ťi´1
j“1Cj ‰ ∅ for i “ 2, . . . , r. As each Ci is a non-singular curve biregularly
equivalent to RP1, we deduce that the projective curve C :“
Ťr
i“1Ci is connected.
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3.A.12. Now we are ready to prove 3.A.10. As y P YR Ă ℓ8pRq Ă ℓ8pCq and πCpK8q “
ℓ8pCq, we deduce π
´1
C
pyq X K8 ‰ ∅. If y1 ‰ y2, the intersection π
´1
C
py1q X π
´1
C
py2q “ ∅
and by 3.A.3 rEX π´1
C
pyq “ ∅. Consequently, by 3.A.4
Ty X K8 “ π
´1
C
pyq X pF´1
C
pH8pCqq X K8
“ ppπ´1
C
pyq X K8q Y π
´1
C
pyqq X K8 “ π
´1
C
pyq X K8 ‰ ∅,
so by 3.A.11(ii) Ty X K8 is a singleton. Denote
Ry :“ rEY K8 Y ğ
zPYC,z‰y
pπ´1
C
pzq X pF´1
C
pH8pCqqq
and observe pF´1
C
pH8pCqq “ TyYRy by 3.A.4. Using again rEXπ´1C pyq “ ∅ and π´1C py1qX
π´1
C
py2q “ ∅ if y1 ‰ y2, we deduce TyXRy “ TyXK8, which is a singleton. Consequently,
if Ty was disconnected, then pF´1C pH8pCqq would have been disconnected, which contradicts
3.A.6. Thus, the first part of claim 3.A.10 holds. The second part follows readily from
3.A.11.
Step 5. Next we show:
3.A.13. pF´1
R
pH8pRqq is connected. Consequently, pFRp pF´1R pH8pRqqq is also connected.
As pFC is invariant, pF´1R pH8pRqq “ pF´1C pH8pCqq X RPk. By 3.A.4pF´1
C
pH8pCqq “ rEY K8 Y ď
yPYC
pπ´1
C
pyq X pF´1
C
pH8pCqqq. (3.1)
Fix y P YR and consider Ty :“ π
´1
C
pyq X pF´1
C
pH8pCqq. If Ty is a singleton, we deduce
by 3.A.10 that Ty Ă K8. Otherwise we denote the invariant irreducible components of
Ty with K1,y, . . . ,Kry ,y. As the non-invariant irreducible components of π
´1
C
pyq do not
intersect RPk by 2.B.1(v), we deduce Ty X RP
k “
Ťry
i“1Ki,y X RP
k.
In addition by 2.B.1(iv) π´1
C
pyq X RPk “ ∅ for all y P YCzYR. Denote the subset of
points of YR such that Ty is not a singleton with Y
1
R
. If we intersect expression (3.1) with
RP
k, we deduce by 3.A.3
pF´1
R
pH8pRqq “ pF´1C pH8pCqq X RPk “ C8 Y ď
yPY 1
R
ryď
i“1
Ki,y X RP
k.
By 3.A.10 the projective curve
Ťry
i“1 Ki,y is connected and the intersection K8X
Ťry
i“1 Ki,y
is a singleton tpyu for each y P Y
1
R
. By 3.A.11(iii) each projective curve Cy :“
Ťry
i“1 Ci,y is
connected and each intersection C8XCy ‰ ∅. As C8 “ K8XRP
k is by 3.A.1 connected,
we conclude that pF´1
R
pH8pRqq “ C8 Y
ď
yPY 1
R
ryď
i“1
Ci,y
is connected too.
Final Step. Conclusion. As pFRp pF´1R pH8pRqqq is connected, to prove that S8 is con-
nected, too, it is enough to show that both sets are equal, that is,pFRp pF´1R pH8pRqqq “ S8.
As X1 “ Z1 X RP
k is compact, pFR is proper, so the restrictionpFR| pF´1
R
pRmq :
pF´1
R
pRmq Ñ Rm
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is also proper. As π´1
R
pR2q is dense in X1 and S “ fpR
2q “ FRpR
2q “ pFRpπ´1R pR2qq, we
havepFRp pF´1R pRmqq “ pFRpCl pF´1
R
pRmqpπ
´1
R
pR2qqq
“ ClRmp pFRpπ´1R pR2qqq “ ClRmpfpR2qq “ ClRmpSq,
so pFRp pF´1R pRmqq “ ClRmpSq. As pFR is proper,
ClRmpSq \ S8 “ ClRPmpSq “ ClRPmp pFRp pF´1R pRmqqq
“ pFRpClX1p pF´1R pRmqqq “ pFRpX1q “ pFRp pF´1R pRmqq \ pFRp pF´1R pH8pRqqq.
Consequenlty, S8 “ pFRp pF´1R pH8pRqqq, which is by 3.A.13 connected, as required. 
We are ready to prove Theorem 1.1. We present an independent proof from the one of
Theorem 3.3. This is enlightening for the proof of Theorem 3.3 for n ě 3.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For n “ 1 the result follows from [F, 1.1]. To prove that S8 is
connected if n ě 2, it is enough to show that for any given pair of points p, q P S8 there
exists a connected subset of S8 containing p and q. By Lemma 2.5 there exist polynomials
pi, qi P Rrts such that pip0q, qip0q ‰ 0 and integers ki, ℓi such that the rational paths
α :“ ptk1p1, . . . , t
knpnq and β :“ pt
ℓ1q1, . . . , t
ℓnqnq satisfy
lim
tÑ0`
pf ˝ αqptq “ p and lim
tÑ0`
pf ˝ βqptq “ q.
At least one couple pki, ℓjq is of negative integers. Consider the polynomials
Pipx, yq :“
#
y|ki|pipxq if ki ă 0,
xkipipxq if ki ě 0
and Qipx, yq :“
#
p´yq|ℓi|qipxq if ℓi ă 0,
xℓiqipxq if ℓi ě 0
and let
h :“
xy` 1
2
pP1, . . . , Pnq `
1´ xy
2
pQ1, . . . , Qnq.
Consider the polynomial map g :“ f ˝ h : R2 Ñ Rm and observe
‚ T0 :“ impgq Ă impfq “ S, so T0,8 Ă S8.
‚ p “ limtÑ0` gpt,
1
t
q P T0,8 and q “ limtÑ0` gpt,´
1
t
q P T0,8.
As T0,8 is connected for n “ 2 by Theorem 3.3, we are done. 
3.B. Proof of Theorem 3.3. Now we prove Theorem 3.3 for an arbitrary n.
Proof of Theorem 3.3 for an arbitrary n. The case n “ 1 follows from [F, 1.4]. Assume
n ě 2 and write f :“ pf1
f0
, . . . , fm
f0
q where each fj P Rrxs, gcdpf0, f1, . . . , fmq “ 1 and f0
does not vanish on Rn. The proof is conducted in several steps:
3.B.1. Initial assumptions to simplify the proof. Assume degpf1q ě degpfjq for j “
1, . . . ,m. After a change of the type py1, . . . , ymq ÞÑ py1, y2 ` b2y1, . . . , ym ` bmy1q where
bj P R we can suppose
degpf1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ degpfmq “ d ą degpf0q “ d´ e
for some e ě 1. Denote
Fj :“ x
d
0fj
´
x1
x0
, . . . ,
xn
x0
¯
and F0 “ x
e
0F
1
0 where e ě 1 and F
1
0 P Rrx0, x1, . . . , xns is not divisible by x0. Notice that
x0 does not divide Fj for j “ 1, . . . ,m because degpfjq “ degpFjq “ d. After a change
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of the type px1, . . . , xmq ÞÑ px1, x2 ` a2x1, . . . , xn ` anx1q where ai P R we can suppose
degpfjq “ degx1pfjq for each j.
3.B.2. Equivalent formulation for the statement. To prove that S8 is connected, it is
equivalent to show: There exists a point p0 P S8 such that for any other point q P S8
there exists a connected subset of S8 containing p0 and q.
We will prove this last fact. Fix
p0 :“ lim
tÑ0`
pF0 : F1 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : Fmq
´
1 :
1
t
: 0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : 0
¯
P H8pRq
and let q P S8. By Lemma 2.5 there exist a rational path
α :“ ptk1p1, . . . , t
knpnq P Rptq
n
where
‚ ki P Z, ki0 :“ mintk1, . . . , knu ă 0,
‚ pi P Rrts with pip0q ‰ 0 for i “ 1, . . . , n and pi0 “ ˘1
and an integer r ě 1 such that q “ limtÑ0`pf ˝ pα ` βqqptq for each β P ptq
r
Rrtsn. After
the change tÑ t6 we may assume ki0 ď ´6 and even. We keep all initial notations.
3.B.3. Construction of an auxiliary regular map. Write pi :“
řdi
j“0 aijt
j where di :“
degppiq and consider the formula
Pipx, yq :“
ÿ
j`kiă0
aijy
|ki`j| `
ÿ
j`kiě0
aij
xejy
ppxy´ 1q2 ` y4qqj
where j`ki`1 “ 4qj ` ej, qj ě 0 and 0 ď ej ď 3 for each 0 ď j ď di such that j`ki ě 0.
Observe Pipt,
1
t
q “ tkipiptq for i “ 1, . . . , n and Pi0 “ pi0y
|ki0 | “ ˘y|ki0 |.
Denote ℓ0 :“ maxitqdi : di ` ki ě 0u and notice ppxy ´ 1q
2 ` y4qℓPi P Rrx, ys for each
ℓ ě ℓ0. In addition
degpppxy´ 1q2 ` y4qℓPiq ď maxt´ki ` 4ℓ, 4ℓ´ 4qj ` ej ` 1 : ki ` j ě 0u
ď 4ℓ`maxt´ki, 4u ď 4ℓ` |ki0 |
and the equality degpppxy ´ 1q2 ` y4qℓPiq “ 4ℓ ` |ki0 | holds if and only if ki “ ki0 . As
|ki0 | ě 6,
degxpppxy ´ 1q
2 ` y4qℓPiq ď
#
2pℓ´ qdiq ` 3 if ki ` di ě 0
2ℓ if ki ` di ă 0
+
ă 2ℓ` 4 ă 4ℓ` |ki0 |
for all i “ 1, . . . , n. Let ℓ :“ maxtℓ0, ru and define
hipx, yq :“
$’&’%
ppxy´ 1q2 ` y4qℓ if i “ 0,
ppxy´ 1q2 ` y4qℓP1px, yq ` p1p0qx
4ℓ`|ki0 | if i “ 1,
ppxy´ 1q2 ` y4qℓPipx, yq if i “ 2, . . . , n.
Consider the regular map h :“ ph1
h0
, . . . , hn
h0
q : R2 Ñ Rn and observe
hpt, 0q “ pp1p0qt
4ℓ`|ki0 |, 0, . . . , 0q and h
´
t,
1
t
¯
“ αptq ` pp1p0qt
8ℓ`|ki0 |, 0, . . . , 0q,
so limtÑ0`pf ˝ hqp
1
t
, 0q “ p0 and limtÑ0`pf ˝ hqpt,
1
t
q “ q.
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3.B.4. Construction of an auxiliary quasi-polynomial map such that p0, q belong to the
set of points at infinity of its image. Let g :“ f ˝ h : R2 Ñ Rm and denote gi :“
Fiph0, h1, . . . , hnq P Rru1, u2s for i “ 0, 1, . . . ,m. Observe g “ p
g1
g0
, . . . , gm
g0
q and g0 does not
vanish on R2. We claim: g is a quasi-polynomial map and p0, q P gpR
2q8.
First we have
‚ T0 :“ impgq Ă impfq “ S, so T0,8 Ă S8.
‚ p0 “ limtÑ0` gp
1
t
, 0q P T0,8 and q “ limtÑ0` gpt,
1
t
q P T0,8.
‚ g0 “ ppu1u2 ´ 1q
2 ` u42q
eℓF 10ph0, h1, . . . , hnq.
In addition,
degpg0q “ dp4ℓ` |ki0 |q ´ e|ki0 | ă dp4ℓ ` |ki0 |q “ maxtdegpg1q, . . . ,degpgmqu.
Indeed, since
‚ degpF 1
0
q “ degpf0q “ degx1pf0q “ d´ e,
‚ degpFjq “ degpfjq “ degx1pfjq “ d,
‚ degphiq ď 4ℓ` |ki0 |, degph1q “ 4ℓ` |ki0 | and
‚ ph0, h1, . . . , hnqpt, 0q “ p1,p1p0qt
4ℓ`|ki0 |, 0, . . . , 0q,
we have
degpg0q “ 4eℓ` pd´ eqp4ℓ ` |ki0 |q “ dp4ℓ` |ki0 |q ´ e|ki0 | ă dp4ℓ` |ki0 |q “ degpgjq
for each j “ 1, . . . ,m.
Let µ :“ 4ℓ ` |ki0 | and write Hi :“ u
µ
0
hip
u1
u0
, u2
u0
q and Gj :“ u
dµ
0
gjp
u1
u0
, u2
u0
q, which are
homogeneous polynomials. Notice that
Gj “ u
dµ
0
Fj
´
h0
´
u1
u0
,
u2
u0
¯
, h1
´
u1
u0
,
u2
u0
¯
, . . . , hn
´
u1
u0
,
u2
u0
¯¯
“ FjpH0,H1, . . . ,Hnq
and G0 “ u
e|ki0 |
0
G10 where G
1
0 :“ ppu1u2´u
2
0q
2`u42q
eℓF 10pH0,H1, . . . ,Hnq. Counting degrees
one realizes: u0 does not divide G
1
0.
In the following all zero sets are considered in RPn. To prove that g is quasi-polynomial
it only remains to check tG10 “ 0, G1 “ 0, . . . , Gm “ 0u “ ∅.
Indeed, as tF 1
0
“ 0, F1 “ 0, . . . , Fn “ 0u “ ∅, the following equality holds
tG10 “ 0, G1 “ 0, . . . , Gm “ 0u “ tH0 “ 0, . . . ,Hn “ 0u
Y tppu1u2 ´ u
2
0q
2 ` u42q
eℓ “ 0, G1 “ 0, . . . , Gm “ 0u.
Notice
H0pu0, u1, u2q “ u
|ki0 |
0
ppu1u2 ´ u
2
0q
2 ` u42q
ℓ,
H1p0, u1, u2q “
$&%p1p0qu
4ℓ`|ki0 |
1
if ki0 ă k1,
p1p0q
´
pu21u
2
2 ` u
4
2q
ℓu
|ki0 |
2
` u
4ℓ`|ki0 |
1
¯
if ki0 “ k1,
Hip0, 0, u2q “
$&%0 if i ě 2 and ki0 ă ki,pip0qu4ℓ`|ki0 |2 if i ě 2 and ki0 “ ki.
Consequently, tH0 “ 0, . . . ,Hn “ 0u “ ∅ because
‚ H0 “ 0 provides u0 “ 0,
‚ H1p0, u1, u2q “ 0 provides u1 “ 0 (we have used here that ki0 is even) and
‚ Hi0p0, 0, u2q “ 0 provides u2 “ 0.
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On the other hand ppu1u2 ´ u
2
0q
2 ` u42q
eℓ “ 0 provides u0 “ 0, u2 “ 0. As G1 “ 0, we have
0 “ G1p0, u1, 0q
“ F1pH0p0, u1, 0q,H1p0, u1, 0q, . . . ,Hnp0, u1, 0qq “ F1p0, u
µ
1
, 0, . . . , 0q.
For the last equality use that degxpppxy´ 1q
2 ` y4qℓPiq ă 4ℓ` |ki0 | for all i “ 1, . . . , n. As
degpF1q “ degpf1q “ degx1pf1q “ degx1pF1q, we obtain a :“ F1p0, 1, 0, . . . , 0q ‰ 0. As
0 “ F1p0, u
µ
1
, 0, . . . , 0q “ audµ
1
,
we get u1 “ 0, so tppu1u2 ´ u
2
0
q2 ` u4
2
qeℓ “ 0, G1 “ 0, . . . , Gm “ 0u “ ∅. Therefore
tG10 “ 0, G1 “ 0, . . . , Gm “ 0u “ ∅,
so g : R2 Ñ Rm is a quasi-polynomial map.
3.B.5. Conclusion. By Theorem 3.3 for the case n “ 2 (already proved in 3.A) applied
to the quasi-polynomial map g, we deduce that T0,8 “ pgpR
2qq8 Ă S8 is connected and
since p0, q P T0,8, we are done. 
The set of points at infinity of a semialgebraic set S Ă Rm is a semialgebraic subset of
the hyperplane of infinity H8pRq of RP
m. It seems reasonable to ask the following.
Question 3.4. Let S0 be a connected closed semialgebraic subset of H8pRq. Is there a
polynomial (or a quasi-polynomial) map f : Rn Ñ Rm such that fpRnq8 “ S0?
For m “ 2 the answer is positive but for higher dimension we have no further informa-
tion.
Examples 3.5. For each connected closed semialgebraic subset S0 Ă ℓ8pRq there exists
a polynomial map f : R2 Ñ R2 such that dimRpfpR
2qq “ 2 and pfpR2qq8 “ S0.
If S0 is not a singleton, the assertion follows from [U2, 1.2]. On the other hand, the
polynomial map f : R2 Ñ R2, px, yq ÞÑ px, y2`x2q satisfies fpR2qq8 “ tp0 : 1 : 0qu, which
is a singleton.
Remark 3.6. We have introduced quasi-polynomial maps to understand the limit of the
image of a regular map to have a connected set of points at infinity. The following examples
show that they do not enjoy the desired behavior.
(i) The composition of the quasi-polynomial maps
g : R2 Ñ R2, px, yq ÞÑ px, y2q
and f : R2 Ñ R2, px, yq ÞÑ
´ x3
1` x2 ` y2
,
y3
1` x2 ` y2
¯
is not a quasi-polynomial map.
(ii) The image of the quasi-polynomial map g : R Ñ R2, t ÞÑ p 1
1`t2 , 1 ` t
2q is the
semialgebraic set S “ txy “ 1, y ě 1u, which is not a polynomial image of Rn.
4. Set of points at infinity of a regular image of Rn
We have proved in Section 3 that the set of points at infinity of the image of a quasi-
polynomial map f : Rn Ñ Rm is connected. This is no longer true in general for regular
maps even if n “ 1.
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4.A. Preliminary examples. We present some examples to illustrate the previous fact
and to show that the conditions in the statement of Theorem 3.3 are sharp.
Examples 4.1. (i) The image of the regular map
f : R2 Ñ R2, px, yq ÞÑ
´
pxy ´ 1q2 ` x2,
1
pxy ´ 1q2 ` x2
¯
is S :“ ta ą 0, ab “ 1u, so S8 “ tp0 : 1 : 0q, p0 : 0 : 1qu is disconnected.
(ii) The image of the regular map
f : R2 Ñ R2, px, yq ÞÑ
´ x2
1` y2
,
y2
1` x2
¯
is S :“ ta ě 0, b ě 0, ab ă 1u, so S8 “ tp0 : 1 : 0q, p0 : 0 : 1qu is disconnected. If we write
f :“ pf1
f0
, f2
f0
q where each fi is a non-zero polynomial, then degpf0q“ maxtdegpf1q,degpf2qu.
(iii) The image of the regular map
f : R2 Ñ R2, px, yq ÞÑ
´ p1` x4qy6
p1` y4q2
,
p1` y4qx4
p1` x4q3
¯
is a semialgebraic set S such that S8 “ tp0 : 1 : 0q, p0 : 0 : 1qu is disconnected. If we write
f :“ pf1
f0
, f2
f0
q where each fi is a non-zero polynomial, then degpf0qă maxtdegpf1q,degpf2qu.
The set YC “ tp0 : 1 : 0q, p0 : 0 : 1qu of indeterminacy of the rational map
FC :“ pF0 : F1 : F2q : CP
2
99K CP
2
is contained in tF 1
0
“ 0u X RP2 where F 1
0
“ px4
0
` x4
1
q3px4
0
` x4
2
q2 and F0 “ x
2
0
F 1
0
.
Proof. Observe that fpR2q Ă ta2b ď 1, a ě 0, b ě 0u because´p1` x4qy6
p1` y4q2
¯2´p1` y4qx4
p1` x4q3
¯
“
´ y4
1` y4
¯3´ x4
1` x4
¯
ď 1.
Thus, S8 Ă tp0 : 1 : 0q, p0 : 0 : 1qu. To prove the converse inclusion it is enough to pick
two rational paths αi : p0, 1s Ñ R
2 such that limtÑ0` }αiptq}
2 “ `8 and
lim
tÑ0`
g1
g0
pα1ptqq “ `8, lim
tÑ0`
g2
g0
pα1ptqq “ 0,
lim
tÑ0`
g1
g0
pα2ptqq “ 0, lim
tÑ0`
g2
g0
pα2ptqq “ `8.
For instance, α1ptq :“ p
1
t
, 1q and α2ptq :“ p1,
1
t
q do the job. 
The following question arises naturally.
Question 4.2. Given a closed semialgebraic subset S0 Ă ℓ8pRq Ă RP
2: Is there a regular
map f : R2 Ñ R2 such that pfpR2qq8 “ S0?
In case S0 is either connected or a finite set, the answer is by Examples 3.5 positive.
4.B. More sophisticated examples. If S0 is a finite set, we proceed as follows.
Proposition 4.3. Let Hi :“ cix´ diy be linear equations such that cidi ‰ 0 and the lines
ℓi :“ tHi “ 0u are pairwise different. Denote pi :“ p0 : d
2
i : c
2
i q. Then the image of the
regular map
h :“ ph1, h2q : R
2 Ñ R2, px, yq ÞÑ
´ x2
1`
śr
i“1Hipx, yq
2
,
y2
1`
śr
i“1Hipx, yq
2
¯
is a semialgebraic set S such that S8 “ tp1, . . . , pru.
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Proof. Observe first
h
´di
t
,
ci
t
¯
“
´d2i
t2
,
c2i
t2
¯
” pt2 : d2i : c
2
i q
tÑ0`
ÝÑ p0 : d2i : c
2
i q “ pi,
so tp1, . . . , pru Ă S8. Next, we prove the converse inclusion S8 Ă tp1, . . . , pru.
The Jacobian of h is not identically zero, so S :“ hpR2q has dimension 2. In addition,
S is pure dimensional because it is a regular image of R2. Thus,
S1 :“ Szphptx “ 0uq Y hpty “ 0uq Y hptJacphq “ 0uqq
is dense in S. Fix a point p P S8. After interchanging the variables and changing x
with ´x if necessary, there exists by Lemma 2.5 a rational path α :“ pt´k, tℓpq where
k, ℓ P Z, ´k “ mint´k, ℓu ă 0, p P Rrts and pp0q ‰ 0 such that limtÑ0`ph ˝ αq “ p and
ph ˝ αqpp0, εqq Ă S1 for ε ą 0 small enough. Our change of variables does not modify the
structure of h, so we keep the same notations. As p P ℓ8pRq, one of the following limits is
infinity:
lim
tÑ0`
ph1 ˝ αqptq “ lim
tÑ0`
t2kpr´1q
t2kr `
śr
i“1Hip1, t
k`ℓpptqq2
,
lim
tÑ0`
ph2 ˝ αqptq “ lim
tÑ0`
t2kr`2ℓpptq2
t2kr `
śr
i“1Hip1, t
k`ℓpptqq2
.
Notice the following:
(1) The first limit is infinity if and only if
t2kr `
rź
i“1
Hip1, t
k`ℓpptqq2 “ tν1q1ptq
for some q1 P Rrts and an integer ν1 ě 2kpr ´ 1q ` 1.
(2) The second limit is infinity if and only if ℓ ă 0 and
t2kr `
rź
i“1
Hip1, t
k`ℓpptqq2 “ tν2q2ptq
for some q2 P Rrts and an integer ν2 ě 2kr ` 2ℓ` 1.
As k ` ℓ ě 0, we deduce in both cases that there exists an index i “ 1, . . . , r such that
limtÑ0` Hip1, t
k`ℓpptqq “ 0. Since by hypothesis ci, di ‰ 0, we conclude ℓ “ ´k ă 0 and
pp0q “ ci
di
. Denote µ :“ νj ´ 2kpr ´ 1q ´ 1 ě 0 and q :“ qj in both cases, so
t
2kr `
rź
i“1
Hip1, t
k`ℓpptqq2 “ t2kpr´1q`1tµq.
We deduce
p “ lim
tÑ0`
pt2kr `
rź
i“1
Hip1,pptqq
2 : t2kpr´1q : t2kr`2ℓpptq2q
“ lim
tÑ0`
pt2kpr´1q`1tµqptq : t2kpr´1q : t2kpr´1qpptq2q
“ lim
tÑ0`
ptµ`1qptq : 1 : pptq2q “
´
0 : 1 :
c2i
d2i
¯
,
so S8 Ă tp1, . . . , pru. 
We present next an example of a regular image S such that S8 has exactly two 1-
dimensional connected components.
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Lemma 4.4. There exists a regular map f : R2 Ñ R2 whose image S satisfies
S8 “
!
p0 : u : 1q : 0 ď u ď
1
2
)
Y
!
p0 : 1 : vq : 0 ď v ď
1
2
)
.
Proof. We build f as the composition of two regular maps that we construct next:
4.B.1. Let T :“ t0 ă a ď 1, b ą 0u Y t0 ă b ď 1, a ą 0u. The image of the regular map
g : R2 Ñ R2, px, yq ÞÑ
´ x2 ` 1
1` x2y2
,
y2 ` 1
1` x2y2
¯
is a semialgebraic set S1 such that T Ă S1 Ă T Y r0, 2s
2 Ă ta ą 0, b ą 0u. In particular,
S1,8 “ tp0 : 1 : 0q, p0 : 0 : 1qu.
We check first S1 Ă T Yr0, 2s
2. Let px, yq P R2 and write f3px, yq “: pa, bq. We claim: If
b ą 2, then 0 ă a ď 1. If a ą 2, we will have by symmetry 0 ă b ď 1, so S1 Ă T Y r0, 2s
2.
It is clear that a ą 0. Suppose by contradiction a ą 1. Then x2 ą x2y2 and y2 ą
1` 2x2y2, so
x2 ă x2 ` 2x4y2 ă x2y2 ă x2,
which is a contradiction.
Next, we check T Ă S1. It is enough to prove by symmetry that T1 :“ t0 ă a ď 1, b ą
0u Ă S1. Let pa, bq P T1 and consider the system of equations#
x2 ` 1 “ ap1` x2y2q,
y2 ` 1 “ bp1` x2y2q.
❀
#
bpx2 ` 1q ´ apy2 ` 1q “ 0,
ay4 ` pa´ 1´ bqy2 ` b´ 1 “ 0.
A simple discussion shows that both systems are equivalent. The discriminant ∆ of the
biquadratic equation ay4 ` pa´ 1´ bqy2 ` b´ 1 “ 0 is
pa´ 1´ bq2 ´ 4apb´ 1q “ pb´ 3a` 1q2 ` 8ap1´ aq,
which is ě 0 because 0 ă a ď 1. As a´ 1´ b ă 0, the real number
z0 :“
b` p1´ aq `
a
pb´ 3a` 1q2 ` 8ap1´ aq
2a
is positive and has a square root y0, which is a solution of the biquadratic equation
ay4 ` pa´ 1´ bqy2 ` b´ 1 “ 0.
The equation bpx2 ` 1q ´ apy20 ` 1q “ 0 has a real solution x0 if
0 ă 2papy20 ` 1q ´ bq “ 2az0 ` 2a´ 2b “ ´b` 1` a`
a
pb´ 3a` 1q2 ` 8ap1 ´ aq
or equivalently if
0 ă pb´ 3a` 1q2 ` 8ap1 ´ aq ´ pb´ 1´ aq2 “ 4bp1´ aq.
As b ą 0 and a ă 1, it holds 4bp1´ aq ą 0, so we deduce pa, bq P S1, as required.
4.B.2. Let B1 :“ t0 ă 2a ď bu and B2 :“ t0 ă 2b ď au. Write also A1 :“ t0 ă x ď
1, 4 ď yu and A2 :“ t0 ă y ď 1, 4 ď xu. Then the image of A :“ A1 Y A2 under the
regular map
h : R2 Ñ R2,
px, yq ÞÑ
´xppy ´ 1q2y2 ` 2px´ 1q2xq
1` xpx´ 1q2ypy ´ 1q2
,
yppx´ 1q2x2 ` 2py ´ 1q2yq
1` xpx´ 1q2ypy ´ 1q2
¯
,
is a semialgebraic set S2 contained in B :“ B1 YB2, which satisfies
S2,8 “ B1,8 YB2,8 “
!
p0 : u : 1q : 0 ď u ď
1
2
)
Y
!
p0 : 1 : vq : 0 ď v ď
1
2
)
.
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Write h :“ ph1
h0
, h2
h0
q where
h0px, yq :“ 1` xpx´ 1q
2
ypy´ 1q2,
h1px, yq :“ xppy´ 1q
2
y
2 ` 2px´ 1q2xq,
h2px, yq :“ yppx´ 1q
2
x
2 ` 2py´ 1q2yq.
As h1py, xq “ h2px, yq and h0py, xq “ h0px, yq, we have
h1py,xq
h0py,xq
“ h2px,yq
h0px,yq
, so it is enough to
prove: hpA1q Ă B1 and phpA1qq8 “ B1,8.
Let px, yq P A1. It holds h1px, yq ą 0 and
h2px, yq ´ 2h1px, yq “ yppx´ 1q
2x2 ` 2py ´ 1q2yq ´ 2pxppy ´ 1q2y2 ` 2px´ 1q2xqq
“ 2p1´ xqpy ´ 1q2y2 ` py ´ 4qpx´ 1q2x2 ě 0
because 0 ă x ď 1 and y ě 4, so hpx, yq P B1. Therefore, phpA1qq8 Ă B1,8 and it only
remains to check B1,8 Ă phpA1qq8.
Indeed, for each 0 ă λ ď 1 consider the half-line x “ λ, y “ t ě 4 and the curve
Cλ Ă hpA1q parametrized by
αλptq :“ pαλ1ptq, αλ2ptqq :“ gpλ, tq “
´λpt´ 1q2t2 ` 2λµλq
1` µλtpt´ 1q2
,
2pt´ 1q2t2 ` λµλt
1` µλtpt´ 1q2
¯
where µλ :“ λpλ´ 1q
2. As
lim
tÑ`8
αλ1ptq “ `8, lim
tÑ`8
αλ2ptq “ `8 and lim
tÑ`8
αλ1ptq
αλ2ptq
“
λ
2
,
we deduce Cλ,8 “ tp0 :
λ
2
: 1qu, so
B1,8 “
ď
0ăλď1
Cλ,8 Ă
´ ď
0ăλď1
Cλ
¯
8
“ phpA1qq8,
as required.
4.B.3. The image of the regular map f :“ h ˝ g : R2 Ñ R2 is a semialgebraic set S such
that S8 “ tp0 : u : 1q : 0 ď u ď
1
2
u Y tp0 : 1 : vq : 0 ď v ď 1
2
u, as required. 
Question 4.5. Let S0 be a closed semialgebraic subset of the hyperplane of infinity H8pRq
of RPm. Is there a regular map f : Rn Ñ Rm such that pfpRnqq8 “ S0?
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